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Quark-flavor-changing Higgs decays from a universal extra dimension
Carlos M. Farrera, Alejandro Granados-Gonza´lez, He´ctor Novales-Sa´nchez, and J. Jesu´s Toscano
Facultad de Ciencias F´ısico Matema´ticas, Beneme´rita Universidad
Auto´noma de Puebla, Apartado Postal 1152 Puebla, Puebla, Me´xico.
Kaluza-Klein fields characterizing, from a four-dimensional viewpoint, the presence of compact
universal extra dimensions would alter low-energy observables through effects determined by some
compactification scale, R−1, since the one-loop level, thus being particularly relevant for physical
phenomena forbidden at tree level by the Standard Model. The present paper explores, for the case
of one universal extra dimension, such new-physics contributions to Higgs decays h(0) → q(0)α q(0)β , into
pairs of quarks with different flavors, a sort of decay process which, in the Standard Model, strictly
occurs at the loop level. Finite results, decoupling as R−1 →∞, are calculated. Approximate short
expressions, valid for large compactification scales, are provided. We estimate that Kaluza-Klein
contributions lie below predictions from the Standard Model, being about 2 to 3 orders of magnitude
smaller for compactification scales within 1.4TeV < R−1 < 10TeV.
PACS numbers: 11.10.Kk, 12.15.Lk, 14.80.-j
I. INTRODUCTION
The Standard Model [1–3], a field theory governed by
the Poincare´ group ISO(1, 3) and by the gauge-symmetry
group SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y , is the current best
fundamental description of nature [4]. In particular, the
measurement, in 2012, of a scalar particle with mass
∼ 125GeV, at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) by the
ATLAS and CMS Collaborations [5, 6], as well as further
studies on its properties [7–13], display good agreement
with the Standard-Model Higgs boson and thus seem
to confirm the Standard-Model scalar sector to be the
correct formulation behind the origin of mass in the
known universe. Nonetheless, this minimal scalar sector
is not, by any means, the only option, since candidates
from several Standard-Model extensions, involving richer
scalar sectors, exist. In this context, investigations aimed
at the precise characterization and quantification of
Higgs-boson interactions, in the presence of new physics
beyond the Standard Model, are interesting and relevant.
Among the variety of Standard-Model extensions, the
present investigation is carried out within the frame-
work of a field theory defined on an extra-dimensional
spacetime. Initially pointing towards unification of
fundamental interactions [14–16] and then developed in
parallel with string theories [17–40], extra-dimensional
formulations gained great phenomenological appeal
when the plausibility of large, TeV-sized, extra dimen-
sions was pointed out in Refs. [41–43]. Geometrical
motivations also inspired models of warped extra di-
mensions, aimed at the hierarchy problem [44, 45]. In
the present work, another well-known extra-dimensional
framework is considered, commonly referred to as
universal extra dimensions [46–59] and characterized by
the assumption that all the dynamic variables defining
a given field formulation depend on the coordinates of
the whole spacetime with spatial extra dimensions. The
Standard Model in 4 + n universal extra dimensions
is a field theory defined in terms of extra-dimensional
dynamic fields which are replicas of the fields consti-
tuting the four-dimensional Standard Model (4DSM).
Moreover, spacetime symmetry ISO(1, 3 + n) is as-
sumed to hold at very high energies, whereas, within
the same energy range, the theory is assumed to be
invariant with respect to the gauge-symmetry group1
SU(3,M4+n)C × SU(2,M4+n)L × U(1,M4+n)Y , which
is the same as that of the 4DSM in the sense of its gauge
generators, but differs in that it is defined rather on the
(4 + n)-dimensional spacetime.
While the dynamic variables and symmetries of
these 4DSM extensions are defined on spacetimes with
extra dimensions, the experimentally-supported [60]
assumption that extra dimensions are compact allows
explicit integration of the extra-dimensional coordinates
in the action, thus yielding effective field theories, known
as Kaluza-Klein (KK) theories, whose dynamic vari-
ables, dubbed KK modes, depend only on 4 spacetime
dimensions [61–63]. For each extra-dimensional field of
the theory, here generically denoted by χ, an infinite
set of KK modes χ(k) is generated, each labeled by
a discrete multi-index (k) = (k1, k2, . . . , kn). Among
all the KK fields, a subset of fields known as KK zero
modes, χ(0), are identified as the dynamic variables
of the 4DSM, whereas the rest of the fields, called
KK excited modes, incarnate new dynamic variables
characterizing, from a four-dimensional viewpoint, the
presence of extra dimensions. An appealing feature of
KK theories originated in field models of universal extra
dimensions is the small number of added parameters,
which are a high-energy compactification scale, R−1,
and the number of extra dimensions, n. Moreover, these
models offer dark-matter candidates [51, 52, 64, 65],
1 Here, M4+n means that the gauge group is defined on a
Minkowski-like spacetime with 4 + n dimensions.
2which would be the first KK excited mode of either the
photon or the neutrino.
In passing from 4 + n dimensions to four, the KK
mass-generating mechanism operates [66], giving each
KK excited mode a mass, which then receives a further
contribution through the Englert-Higgs mechanism [67–
69] (EHM) of the 4DSM, provoked by the assumption
that the zero-mode Higgs doublet triggers, in complicity
with the zero-mode scalar potential, spontaneous sym-
metry breaking. As usual, the Higgs field h(0) emerges
as a byproduct. Detailed discussions on the role of
the EHM in the Standard Model in universal extra
dimensions and its associated KK theory can be found
in Refs. [58, 70]. Phenomenological investigations on
Higgs physics in this extra-dimensional context have
been carried out as well [53, 71–75]. An important
feature of field models with universal extra dimensions
is that low-energy Green’s functions, and thus 4DSM
observables, receive their very first corrections at the
loop level, which is a consequence of conservation of
extra-dimensional momentum [46]. Therefore, physical
processes and observables forbidden in the 4DSM at the
tree level are particularly important for this kind of new
physics. With this in mind, the present paper explores
the effects produced by the KK modes originating in
the five-dimensional Standard Model (5DSM) on the
decays h(0) → q(0)α q(0)β , of the Higgs boson into 4DSM
quark pairs, with quark-flavor change, that is with
α 6= β, and where final-state quarks can be either u- or
d-type. The geometry of the compact extra dimension is
assumed to be an orbifold S1/Z2, with radius R. We find
exact results that are ultraviolet (UV) finite, written in
terms of Passarino-Veltman scalar functions [76, 77] and
which decouple as R−1 → ∞. By assuming the extra
dimension to be tiny, we find approximate expressions,
defined by elementary functions of masses. These
analytical expressions are then implemented to the
specific decay processes h(0) → u(0)c(0), h(0) → d(0)s(0),
h(0) → s(0)b(0), and h(0) → b(0)d(0). We conclude that
the effects from this extra-dimensional new physics
lie about 2 to 3 orders of magnitude below 4DSM
contributions, for a compatification scale in the interval
1.4TeV < R−1 < 10TeV.
The paper has been organized as follows: in Section II
a brief discussion on the theoretical framework is carried
out, including explicit expressions of Lagrangian terms
which are relevant for the main calculation; the analyt-
ical calculation of the contributions from the whole KK
theory to the branching ratio for h(0) → q(0)α q(0)β is pre-
sented and discussed in Section III, where approximate
expressions, valid for very large compactification scales,
are derived; these results are implemented to specific de-
cays in Section IV, where numerical estimations and a
discussion are provided; finally, our conclusions are pre-
sented in Section V.
II. THE FIVE-DIMENSIONAL STANDARD
MODEL AND ITS KALUZA-KLEIN THEORY
In this section, a brief description of the model is
presented. We refer the reader interested in the details
of this formulation to Refs. [57, 58, 66, 70, 78], in which
thorough discussions on the matter can be found. A
main purpose of the discussion at hand is the presenta-
tion of KK Lagrangian terms from which Feynman rules
follow in order to write down the one-loop Feynman
diagrams contributing to the amplitude for the decay
process h(0) → q(0)α q(0)β .
The 5DSM is a field formulation set on a five-
dimensional Minkowski-like spacetime, characterized
by the metric gMN = diag(1,−1,−1,−1,−1), with
capital-letter indices corresponding to the five spacetime
coordinates: M,N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5. The symmetry groups
of this theory are assumed to be ISO(1, 4), for spacetime,
and SU(3,M5)C × SU(2,M5)L × U(1,M5)Y for gauge
symmetry in five spacetime dimensions. We assume
that such symmetries govern the physical description
at very high energies, while at some lower-energy scale,
which we refer to as the compactification scale, the extra
dimension manifests its compact nature, here assumed to
have the geometry of the orbifold S1/Z2, with radius R.
Under such circumstances, R−1 is used to characterize
the compactification scale, which we assume to be larger
than the electroweak scale v = 246GeV. This hierarchy
of energy scales is consistent with lower bounds on the
compactification scale R−1, among which the most strin-
gent limit, derived from LHC data, is R−1 > 1.4TeV [60].
The 5DSM Lagrangian, LSM5 , is written as the sum
LSM5 = LYM5 + LS5 + LY5 + LC5 , of the Yang-Mills sector
LYM5 , the scalar sector LS5 , the Yukawa sector LY5 , and
the currents sector LC5 , all of them defined in five space-
time dimensions. The field content comprising the 5DSM
is analogue to the set of dynamic variables of the 4DSM,
but with all the fields defined in the five spacetime dimen-
sions. The gauge-symmetry group SU(2,M5)L comes
along with 3 connections W jM (x, x¯), where j = 1, 2, 3 is
the gauge index, whereas the Abelian group U(1,M5)Y
introduces the gauge field BM (x, x¯). An SU(2,M5)L
scalar doublet Φ(x, x¯), with hypercharge YΦ, defines the
scalar sector. In view of the lack of a proper chiral ma-
trix in five-dimensional spinor-field theories, nonchiral
SU(2,M5)L doublets,
Lα =
(
ν˜α(x, x¯)
l˜α(x, x¯)
)
, Qβ =
(
u˜β(x, x¯)
d˜β(x, x¯)
)
, (1)
where α = e, µ, τ and β = u, c, t, as well as SU(2,M5)L
nonchiral singlets
να(x, x¯), lα(x, x¯), uβ(x, x¯) dβ(x, x¯), (2)
where again α = e, µ, τ and β = u, c, t, are introduced.
The orbifold geometry of the compact dimension is such
3that periodicity and defined-parity properties with re-
spect to the extra dimension can be given to the fields,
which are then Fourier expanded as
χ(x, x¯) =
1√
2piR
χ(0)(x) +
∞∑
k=1
1√
piR
χ
(k)
E (x) cos
(kx¯
R
)
+
∞∑
k=1
1√
piR
χ
(k)
O (x) sin
(kx¯
R
)
, (3)
with x and x¯ denoting the ordinary four-dimensional
coordinates and the coordinate of the extra dimension,
respectively. In this equation, KK modes χ(0), χ
(k)
E , χ
(k)
O
may or may not be present, which is determined by the
specific x¯-parity property of the five-dimensional field χ
and by the type of field as well. Five-dimensional tensor
fields involve either even KK modes χ(0) and χ
(k)
E , if
χ(x,−x¯) = +χ(x, x¯), or odd KK modes χ(k)O , in case
that χ(x,−x¯) = −χ(x, x¯). Moreover, five-dimensional
spinor fields include both even and odd KK modes,
which are four-dimensional chiral spinors, with chiralities
determined by parity of χ [79, 80].
To map the five-dimensional fields into their KK
modes, which depend only on four spacetime dimensions,
two canonical transformations are implemented [78],
one of which characterizes the explicit breaking of
extra-dimensional Lorentz symmetry by compactifica-
tion whereas the other is the aforementioned set of
Fourier expansions. The KK modes are the dynamic
variables of the theory after compactification. While
the spacetime-symmetry group of the KK theory is
ISO(1, 3), gauge symmetry in five dimensions gets
split, at four dimensions, into two disjoint sets of
transformations which leave the theory invariant,
namely, the standard gauge transformations and the
nonstandard gauge transformations [57, 78]. The
standard gauge transformations constitute the gauge
group SU(3,M4)C × SU(2,M4)L × U(1,M4)Y , defined
in four dimensions of spacetime and under which the
KK zero modes of five-dimensional gauge fields are
the only ones transforming as four-dimensional gauge
fields, thus being recognized as the connections of the
KK gauge theory. Nonstandard gauge transformations,
on the other hand, do not form a group; they are a
manifestation that extra-dimensional gauge symmetry is
still present, though not explicitly.
After incorporation of the KK modes in the the-
ory, through Eq. (3), the fifth spacetime coordinate,
corresponding to the compact dimension, stops la-
beling degrees of freedom, a role taken over by KK
indices (k), and its presence in the Lagrangian gets
relegated to trigonometric functions, which can be
straightforwardly integrated out from the Action
as SSM5 =
∫
d5xLSM5 (x, x¯) =
∫
d4xLSMKK(x), where
LSMKK(x) =
∫ 2piR
0 dx¯LSM5 (x, x¯) is the four-dimensional
effective KK Lagrangian. Even though compactification
breaks five-dimensional Lorentz invariance, the KK
theory is still invariant under the four-dimensional
spacetime symmetry group ISO(1, 3). In this context,
any five-dimensional vector splits into a KK four-vector
of SO(1, 3) and a KK Lorentz scalar. Nonchiral spinors
in five dimensions separate into two sets of right-handed
and two sets of left-handed four-dimensional spinors,
with left-handed spinors constituting SU(2,M4)L
doublets and right-handed spinors being singlets under
such a gauge group. Furthermore, the KK mechanism
generates a nonzero mass m(k) = k/R, determined
by the compactification scale R−1 and the KK index
(k), for KK excited modes while leaving zero modes
massless. In particular, gauge KK zero modes, protected
by gauge symmetry in four dimensions, consistently
remain massless, though the associated vector KK
excited modes become massive. In the case of KK
scalars generated from five-dimensional gauge modes,
they remain massless as well, but, contrastingly to the
case of zero-mode gauge fields, they are unphysical,
sort of like pseudo-Goldstone bosons, in the sense that
a gauge choice, with respect to nonstandard gauge
transformations, which eliminates them from the KK
theory exists [57, 58, 78].
Once the process described in the previous paragraph
has occurred, the resulting KK Lagrangian LSMKK com-
prises the 4DSM and a large set of couplings involving
KK zero and excited modes, with the zero modes
playing the role of 4DSM fields. To this respect, let us
emphatically point out that a judicious endowment of
x¯-parity properties of five-dimensional fields is crucial
to get the 4DSM as the low-energy theory. Even so,
note that alternative parity properties have been taken
advantage of in models of gauge-Higgs unification [81].
In particular, the 4DSM includes a scalar sector, given
in terms of the zero mode SU(2,M4) doublet Φ(0). This
zero-mode sector involves the gauge-invariant scalar
potential V (Φ(0),Φ(0)†) = −µ2Φ(0)†Φ(0) + λ(Φ(0)†Φ(0))2,
with µ2 > 0 a quantity with units (mass)2 and λ a
dimensionless and positive coupling constant. Having a
scalar potential with a gauge invariant set of minima, the
theory is, as usual, subjected to spontaneous symmetry
breaking. The particular minimum determined by the
condition φ
(0)T
0 = (0, v/
√
2) is chosen, so that the EHM
takes place. Most of KK zero-mode fields χ(0) become
massive with mass mχ(0) , in the standard manner,
whereas each KK excited mode receives a mass-term
contribution, resulting in a total mass mχ(k) , given by
m2
χ(k)
= m2
χ(0)
+m2(k).
For practical reasons, we find it convenient to de-
scribe the resulting field content of the KK effective
theory. Regarding the set of KK zero modes, we have
the 4DSM spectrum which emerges after spontaneous
symmetry breaking. There is a massless gauge field A
(0)
µ ,
to be identified as the electromagnetic field, whereas
4charged vector fields W
(0)+
µ and W
(0)−
µ , with mass
mW (0) = gv/2, and a neutral vector field Z
(0)
µ , with mass
mZ(0) = mW (0)/cW , appear. Here, g is the dimensionless
SU(2,M4) coupling constant and cW = cos θW , with
θW the weak mixing angle. The standard Higgs field
h(0), with mass mh(0) =
√
2µ2, also emerges, together
with the pseudo-Goldstone bosons G
(0)+
W , G
(0)−
W , G
(0)
Z .
In the zero-mode lepton sector, there are 3 charged
leptons l
(0)
e , l
(0)
µ , l
(0)
τ , all of them with electric charge
−e and with masses m
l
(0)
e
, m
l
(0)
µ
, m
l
(0)
τ
, respectively.
Each zero-mode lepton field l
(0)
α has an associated
zero-mode flavor-neutrino field ν
(0)
α . If neutrino singlets
are introduced at the five-dimensional level, as we did,
zero-mode-neutrino Dirac-mass terms and mixings arise
from the EHM. The mass-eigenspinor neutrino fields
ν
(0)
1 , ν
(0)
2 , ν
(0)
3 then respectively have masses mν(0)1
,
m
ν
(0)
2
, m
ν
(0)
3
, in the same manner as it happens in
the minimally extended standard model [82]. The KK
Lagrangian contains six zero-mode quark fields as well,
of which three correspond to u-type quarks and three are
associated to d-type quarks. Zero-mode u-type quark
fields u
(0)
u , u
(0)
c , u
(0)
t , with masses mu(0)u
, m
u
(0)
c
, m
u
(0)
t
,
respectively, and all having the same electric charge
2e/3, are defined by standard changes of bases, which are
also utilized to define the d-type quark fields d
(0)
d , d
(0)
s ,
d
(0)
b , with masses md(0)
d
, m
d
(0)
s
, m
d
(0)
b
and with electric
charge −e/3. All zero-mode-fermion masses proceed
from the zero-mode Yukawa sector, after transforming
spinor fields into the mass-eigenspinor basis by means of
the standard biunitary transformation [83].
The set of KK excited modes is larger than that of
zero modes, which was just described, and, furthermore,
the procedure to get to the mass-eigenfields basis is more
intricate. The specifics of such a procedure can be found
in Refs. [58, 70]. To describe the KK-excited-mode-field
content of the KK theory, we consider some fixed KK
index (k) 6= (0). For any such KK index, there is
a field spectrum, which replicates for all other KK
indices. Recall that the mass of a KK excited mode
χ(k), associated to the zero-mode field χ(0), is given by
m2
χ(k)
= m2
χ(0)
+m2(k), where mχ(0) is generated by the
EHM and m(k) comes from the KK mass-generating
mechanism. The theory involves a massive vector field
A
(k)
µ , which is a KK excited mode corresponding to the
photon field. The KK excited-mode field spectrum also
includes KK charged vector fields W
(k)+
µ and W
(k)−
µ ,
linked to the 4DMS W bosons. Furthermore, a Z-boson
KK-excited vector field Z
(k)
µ , which is electrically
neutral, is defined. A KK excited mode h(k), for the
Higgs boson, also emerges. After implementation of
diagonalization procedures, the pseudo-Goldstone KK
excited modes G
(k)+
W , G
(k)−
W , G
(k)
Z are defined, together
with physical charged scalars W (k)+, W (k)−, with
mass mW (k) , and a neutral scalar field Z
(k), with mass
mZ(k) . The inclusion of two different sets of nonchiral
five-dimensional spinors, in different representations
of SU(2,M5)L, for each fermion family produces,
at the level of four dimensions, two mass-degenrate
KK-excited-mode nonchiral spinors. For instance, there
are two KK excited muon fields, namely, l
(k)
1,µ and l
(k)
2,µ,
which are nonchiral four-dimensional spinors. And the
same goes for all other KK-excited-mode lepton and
quark fields. Thus, we have six flavor lepton KK fields
l
(k)
1,α and l
(k)
2,α, since α = e, µ, τ , six neutrino KK fields
ν
(k)
1,j and ν
(k)
2,j , for j = 1, 2, 3, six u-type KK quarks u
(k)
1,β
and u
(k)
2,β, with β = u, c, t, and six d-type quarks d
(k)
1,γ and
d
(k)
2,γ , because γ = d, s, b.
While gauge symmetry is essential for the construction
of realistic fundamental descriptions of nature, gauge fix-
ing is an imperious step for the quantization of any gauge
field theory [84, 85]. The phenomenological calculation
to be performed is characterized by Feynman diagrams,
each separately generating a gauge-dependent contribu-
tion. Since S-matrix elements are required to be inde-
pendent of the gauge choice, such a gauge dependence
must vanish when summing all contributing diagrams to-
gether. With this in mind, we address gauge fixing of the
KK theory. The presence, at the four-dimensional level,
of the standard and the nonstandard gauge transforma-
tions opens the possibility of implementing two indepen-
dent gauge-fixing procedures, one per each set of trans-
formations, thus eliminating the whole symmetry from
the KK theory. To remove invariance under the stan-
dard gauge transformations we choose the unitary gauge,
so zero-mode pseudo-Goldstone bosons shall be absent.
In the case of the nonstandard gauge transformations,
on the other hand, we consider the so-called nonlinear
gauges [86–89]. The Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin quan-
tization [90–92], taking place within the field-antifield
formalism [93–98], provides a suitable context to quan-
tize gauge systems by a procedure that, from an oper-
ative perspective, reduces to the specification of general
gauge-fixing functions. In such a context, the standard
linear-gauge-fixing approach can be implemented [99].
Nonetheless, for the present calculation we opted for a
nonlinear set of gauge-fixing functions, which are given
by
f (k)j = D(0)jmµ W (k)mµ − ξm(k)W (k)jG
+igξ
(
Φ(k)†
σj
2
Φ(0) − Φ(0)†σ
j
2
Φ(k)
)
, (4)
f (k) = ∂µB
(k)µ − ξm(k)B(k)G
+
ig′Yφ
2
ξ
(
Φ(k)†Φ(0) − Φ(0)†Φ(k)). (5)
5These equations define the gauge-fixing sector
LGF(k)SM = −
1
2ξ
∞∑
k=1
(
f (k)jf (k)j + f (k)f (k)
)
, (6)
characterized by the gauge-fixing parameter, ξ. Nonlin-
ear gauge-fixing schemes like this have been utilized be-
fore in extra-dimensional contexts [57, 58, 70, 100, 101],
while their use has been of profit in the SM [102, 103]
and SM extensions as well [104–108]. Within this
gauge-fixing approach, we carry out the calculation in
the Feynman-’t Hooft gauge, which corresponds to the
value ξ = 1.
The full KK effective Lagrangian, found after imple-
mentation of compactification and the EHM, includes the
whole 4DSM, but also contains a plethora of couplings
in which KK excited modes take part. The Lagrangian
terms and/or Feynman rules of the 4DSM are available in
the literature [83, 109], so we rather focus on Lagrangian
terms in which KK excited-mode fields participate. From
the sum LSKK + LGF(k)KK , which combines the KK scalar
sector and the KK-excited-mode gauge-fixing sector, we
have the Lagrangian terms
Lh(0)W (k)W (k) = gmW (0)h(0)W (k)−µ W (k)+µ, (7)
L
h(0)G
(k)
W G
(k)
W
= −gmW (0)
2m2
W (k)
×(m2h(0) + 2m2W (k))h(0)G(k)+W G(k)−W , (8)
L
h(0)W
(k)
s W
(k)
s
= − g
2mW (0)m
2
W (k)
(2m2W (0)m
2
W (k)
+m2(k)m
2
h(0))h
(0)W (k)+W (k)−, (9)
L
h(0)W (k)G
(k)
W
= −gmW (0)
mW (k)
W (k)−µ G
(k)+
W ∂
µh(0) +H.c.,
(10)
L
h(0)W (k)W
(k)
s
=
gm(k)
mW (k)
W (k)−µ W
(k)+∂µh(0) +H.c., (11)
L
h(0)G
(k)
W
W
(k)
s
=
g m(k)m
2
h(0)
2m2
W (k)
G
(k)+
W W
(k)−h(0) +H.c.,
(12)
which comprise all the interactions among the Higgs
boson and KK excited modes of charged boson fields.
The sum LYKK+LCKK, of the KK Yukawa and Currents
sectors, defines the Lagrangian terms
L
h(0)u
(k)
α u
(k)
α
=
−g sin(2θ
u
(k)
α
)
m
u
(0)
α
2mW (0)
h(0)
(
u¯
(k)
1,αu
(k)
1,α + u¯
(k)
2,αu
(k)
2,α
)
−g cos (2θ
u
(k)
α
) mu(0)α
2mW (0)
h(0)u¯
(k)
1,αγ5u
(k)
2,α +H.c., (13)
L
h(0)d
(k)
α d
(k)
α
=
−g sin(2θ
d
(k)
α
)
m
d
(0)
α
2mW (0)
h(0)
(
d¯
(k)
1,αd
(k)
1,α + d¯
(k)
2,αd
(k)
2,α
)
−g cos (2θ
d
(k)
α
) md(0)α
2mW (0)
h(0)d¯
(k)
1,αγ5d
(k)
2,α +H.c., (14)
L
u
(0)
β
d
(k)
α W (k)
=
g κβα√
2
W (k)+µ u¯
(0)
β γ
µPL
[
sin θ
d
(k)
α
d
(k)
1,α
− cos θ
d
(k)
α
d
(k)
2,α
]
+H.c., (15)
L
d
(0)
α u
(k)
β
W (k)
=
g κ∗βα√
2
W (k)−µ d¯
(0)
α γ
µPL
[
sin θ
u
(k)
β
u
(k)
1,β
− cos θ
u
(k)
β
u
(k)
2,β
]
+H.c., (16)
L
u
(0)
β
d
(k)
α G
(k)
W
=
ig κβα√
2mW (k)
G
(k)+
W u¯
(0)
β
×(m
d
(k)
α
PR −mu(0)
β
PL)
[
sin θ
d
(k)
α
d
(k)
1,α − cos θd(k)α d
(k)
2,α
]
+H.c., (17)
L
d
(0)
α u
(k)
β
G
(k)
W
=
ig κ∗βα√
2mW (k)
G
(k)−
W d¯
(0)
α
×(m
u
(k)
β
PR −md(0)α PL)
[
sin θ
u
(k)
β
u
(k)
1,β − cos θu(k)
β
u
(k)
2,β
]
+H.c., (18)
L
u
(0)
β
d
(k)
α W
(k)
s
=
ig m(k)κβα√
2mW (0)mW (k)
W (k)+u¯
(0)
β
×
[
sin θ
d
(k)
α
(( m2
W (k)
m(k)
−m
d
(k)
α
)
PR +mu(0)
β
PL
)
d
(k)
1,α
+cos θ
d
(k)
α
(( m2
W (k)
m(k)
+m
d
(k)
α
)
PR −mu(0)
β
PL
)
d
(k)
2,α
]
+H.c., (19)
L
d
(0)
α u
(k)
β
W
(k)
s
=
ig m(k)κ
∗
βα√
2mW (0)mW (k)
W (k)−d¯(0)α
×
[
sin θ
u
(k)
β
((m2
W (k)
m(k)
−m
u
(k)
β
)
PR +md(0)α
PL
)
u
(k)
1,β
+cos θ
u
(k)
β
((m2
W (k)
m(k)
+m
u
(k)
β
)
PR −md(0)α PL
)
u
(k)
2,β
]
+H.c. (20)
Here, PL = (1 − γ5)/2 and PR = (1 + γ5)/2 are
the chiral projection operators. Furthermore, κβα
6denotes the entries of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
(CKM) mixing matrix [4, 110–113], with β = u, c, t
and α = d, s, b. The CKM matrix is the only source
of CP violation in the 4DSM, which important for
baryon asymmetry in the universe to be explained [114].
These expressions also involve the mixing angles
θ
q
(k)
α
= tan−1[(m
q
(k)
α
+ m(k))/(mq(k)α
− m(k))]1/2, where
q = u, d.
III. CALCULATION OF ONE-LOOP EFFECTS
FROM KALUZA-KLEIN MODES ON h(0) → q(0)α q(0)β
In this section, an analytical calculation of the
branching ratio for the decay h(0) → q(0)α q(0)β , with
α 6= β, is carried out, in the context of the KK theory
previously discussed. Calculations and estimations of
the 4DSM contributions to this process, occurring for
the first time at one loop, have been performed in
Refs. [115, 116]. For the present investigation, such a
calculation is reviewed, together with the calculation of
KK-excited-modes contributions, in order to determine
the total contribution from the whole KK theory.
The Feynman diagrams characterizing this decay pro-
cess are shown in Figs. 1-3. All such diagrams include
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FIG. 1: One-loop Feynman diagrams with virtual KK vector-
boson lines contributing to h(0) → q(0)α q(0)β . The presence of
unprimed and primed quark fields indicates that if q
(0)
α is u
type, then q
′(k)
j,γ is d type, and vice versa. Moreover, j, l = 1, 2
label the mass-degenerate KK-excited-mode quark fields q
′(k)
1,γ
and q
′(k)
2,γ , whereas γ denotes quark flavors.
virtual KK-quark-field lines, which have been generically
denoted as q
′(k)
j,γ , with k a non-negative integer, whereas
q
(0)
α and q
(0)
β represent external quark fields. Since in
this model quark-flavor change takes place through
quark mixing in charged currents, diagrams in which
the external quarks are u type have d-type virtual KK
quark lines. On the other hand, if the external fermion
lines correspond to d quarks, then the internal quark
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FIG. 2: One-loop Feynman diagrams with virtual KK scalar-
field lines contributing to h(0) → q(0)α q(0)β . Such scalar lines
correspond to either a pseudo-Goldstone boson G
(k)
W or a phys-
ical scalar W
(k)
s . The presence of unprimed and primed quark
fields indicates that if q
(0)
α is u type, then q
′(k)
j,γ is d type, and
vice versa. Moreover, j, l = 1, 2 label the mass-degenerate
KK-excited-mode quark fields q
′(k)
1,γ and q
′(k)
2,γ , whereas γ de-
notes quark flavors.
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FIG. 3: One-loop Feynman diagrams with both virtual KK
vector- and scalar-field lines contributing to h(0) → q(0)α q(0)β .
Scalar-field lines correspond to either a pseudo-Goldstone bo-
son G
(k)
W or a physical scalar W
(k)
s . The presence of unprimed
and primed quark fields indicates that if q
(0)
α is u type, then
q
′(k)
j,γ is d type, and vice versa. Moreover, j, l = 1, 2 label the
mass-degenerate KK-excited-mode quark fields q
′(k)
1,γ and q
′(k)
2,γ ,
whereas γ denotes quark flavors.
lines are associated to u-type KK-excited-mode quarks.
Primed virtual-quark labels q
′(k)
j,γ and unprimed external
quarks labels q
(0)
α in the diagrams have been utilized
to characterize such a distinction. Virtual-field lines
in the diagrams of Fig. 1 are exclusively associated to
KK-excited-mode quarks q
′(k)
j,γ and vector fields W
(k)±
µ .
Virtual lines in the diagrams of Fig. 2 correspond
only to virtual KK quark fields q
′(k)
j,γ and to either
KK pseudo-Goldstone bosons G
(k)±
W or physical scalars
W (k)±. Scalar-field-changing vertices are considered in
7Fig. 3, which also includes diagrams with combining
vertices h(0)W
(k)
µ G
(k)
W or h
(0)W
(k)
µ W (k). The 4DSM
includes no physical charged scalar fields, so diagrams
involving physical zero-mode charged scalars are absent.
Furthermore, recall that we have chosen the unitary
gauge to remove zero-modes gauge symmetry, in which
case the calculation of the 4DSM contributions includes
no diagrams with zero-mode pseudo-Goldstone bosons,
thus leaving only zero-mode contributions from the
gauge diagrams given in Fig. 1.
As for the contributing Feynman diagrams displayed
in Fig. 1, consider, for a moment, the triangle diagram
with two KK quark-field virtual lines. For fixed KK
index (k) and quark flavor γ, it represents four cases,
defined by the index values j, l = 1, 2. The two diagrams
with l 6= j coincide in every aspect but a differing
global sign, which yields an exact cancellation among
them. Conversely, if l = j, the resulting analytical
expressions for the two corresponding diagrams are the
same, except for global factors cos2 θ
q
(k)
α
and sin2 θ
q
(k)
α
,
which lead, through trigonometric identities, to the
cancellation of the θ
q
(k)
α
dependence from the sum of
such contributions. Analogous cancellations of the θ
q
(k)
α
dependence replicate for all other diagrams in Fig. 1
when considering the cases j = 1, 2 and adding the
resulting contributions together. Qualitatively, the same
thing happens with the combinations of those diagrams
of Fig. 2 in which virtual pseudo-Goldstone-boson lines
are involved. Contrariwise, such convenient cancellations
and combinations do not occur for the diagrams of Fig. 2
with physical-scalar lines.
The sum of the whole set of Feynman diagrams
given in Figs. 1-3 produces the amplitude iM =
u¯α(p1) Γ
αβ(q) vβ(p2), where Γ
αβ has the structure
Γαβ =
∞∑
k=0
∑
γ
Bαγ B∗βγ
(
h
(k)γ
1,αβ · 14 + h(k)γ2,αβ γ5
)
, (21)
with 14 denoting the 4×4 identity matrix in Dirac-matrix
space. In this expression, γ = d, s, b if final-state fermions
are u-type quarks, whereas for d-type external quarks
such an index runs over γ = u, c, t. Moreover, the factors
Bαβ relate to CKM matrix elements, καβ , as
Bαβ =


καβ , if q
(0) are u-type,
κ∗βα, if q
(0) are d-type.
(22)
The calculation of these contributions has been ac-
complished by following the dimensional regularization
approach [117] and the Passarino-Veltman tensor re-
duction method [76], implemented through the software
Mahtematica, by Wolfram, and the package Feyn-
calc [118]. Explicit expressions of the coefficients h
(k)γ
1,αβ
and h
(k)γ
2,αβ , which charcterize Eq. (21), are provided for
the case (k) 6= (0) in Appendix A. We have verified that
UV divergences proceeding from loop integrals in the
coefficients h
(k)γ
j,αβ vanish exactly. In general, the specific
manner in which the elimination of such UV divergences
takes place, for some given calculation, depends on
the gauge choice. For instance, these cancellations are
usually more intricate in the unitary gauge, in which
gauge propagators increase the superficial degree of di-
vergence of loop integrals. In the nonlinear gauge-fixing
approach, followed throughout the present investigation
to calculate the contributions from KK excited modes,
expressions emerged from the diagrams of Fig. 1 are
finite by themselves, upon operation of the Glashow-
Iliopoulos-Maiani mechanism [119]. And the same holds
for diagrams with virtual pseudo-Goldstone-boson lines
in Figs. 2 and 3. Furthermore, if the whole set of
contributing diagrams are taken at once, the resulting
expression is finite, even without intervention of such a
mechanism.
The afore-described cancellation of divergences
exclusively regards UV divergences originating in
loop integrals, which are continuous sums over four-
dimensional momenta. In the general context of a
field theory defined in a (4 + n)-dimensional spacetime,
the contributions from KK excited modes to standard
Green’s functions2 include multiple infinite sums running
over discrete extra-dimensional momenta, namely the
KK sums, which are a source of further divergences.
This is expected on the grounds of Dyson’s criterion of
renormalizability, according to which extra-dimensional
field theories are nonrenormalizable [84]. The KK theory
of the Standard Model in 4 + n dimensions comprises
only four-dimensional couplings which, from the same
criterion, are renormalizable, thus suggesting that the
presence of divergent KK sums is a manifestation of non-
renormalizability inherited from the original theory in
4+n dimensions. It has been argued, in Refs. [120–123],
that such discrete divergences are genuine UV diver-
gences, though associated to short-distance effects in
the compact extra dimensions, as they come from sums
that include infinitely-large values of extra-dimensional
momenta. Since for the present investigation only
one extra dimension has been assumed to exist, no
such KK divergences arise in our phenomenological
calculation, so elimination of divergences from loop
integrals suffices to ensure UV finiteness of the KK
contributions. This statement is better appreciated in
a scenario of large compactification scale R−1, where
the expressions can be expanded in powers of (R/k)2,
which directly turn KK sums into finite Riemann zeta
functions, ζ(2s) =
∑∞
k=1 k
−2s, with s a natural number
so that KK contributions decouple in the limit as
2 The term standard Green’s function refers to any Green’s func-
tion with all its external lines corresponding to KK zero modes.
8R−1 → ∞. Finiteness of exact contributions, with no
regard to R-series, has been recently discussed in detail
for five-dimensional quantum electrodynamics [120], five-
dimensional Yang-Mills theories [121], λφ4 theory [122]
in five spacetime dimensions, and the 5DSM [123], where
an intricate interplay between the one-dimensional
Epstein function [124], emanated from KK sums, and
the gamma function, proceeding from dimensional
regularization, has been shown to produce nontrivial
eliminations of KK-sums divergences. The presence of
two or more extra dimensions complicates things, since
in such cases amplitudes carry multiple KK sums, thus
yielding divergent results, with divergences characterized
by poles of the Epstein function [101, 120–123]. In such
cases, renormalization has to be implemented in a
modern sense [125], supported by the formalism of
effective Lagrangians. Being nonrenormalizable, field
theories of extra dimensions cannot be fundamental and
thus must include an infinite sum of Lagrangian terms
with increasing canonical dimensions, which involve a
higher-energy scale to be interpreted as the character-
istic scale of some fundamental physical description of
nature [126], beyond extra dimensions. The Lagrangian
terms with canonical dimensions greater than 4 + n are
extra-dimensional analogues of the nonrenormalizable
interactions that constitute effective theories in four
dimensions [127, 128]. After compactification, effective-
Lagrangian interactions with canonical dimensions
greater than 4 + n generate the necessary counterterms
to carry out renormalization. According to the formal-
ism of effective theories, such terms are understood to be
a parametrization of effects produced at lower energies
by the fundamental higher-energy formulation [126]. In
this sense, UV divergences from KK sums are absorbed
by the fundamental higher-energy physical description.
These ideas have been implemented and thoroughly
discussed, in KK theories, in Refs. [120–123].
From Eq. (21), the decay rate for the process h(0) →
q¯
(0)
α q
(0)
β + q¯
(0)
β q
(0)
α , briefly referred to as h(0) → q(0)α q(0)β ,
is split into a sum of three terms as Γ(h(0) → q(0)α q(0)β ) =
ΓSM + ΓSMKK+ ΓKK, with ΓSM the 4DSM contribution,
ΓSMKK the interference contribution produced by KK
zero and excited modes, and where ΓKK is the contri-
bution exclusively generated by KK excited modes. By
defining
hSMj,αβ =
∑
m=2,3
Bαγm B∗βγm
(
h
(0)γm
j,αβ − h(0)γ1j,αβ
)
, (23)
hKKj,αβ =
∞∑
k=1
∑
m=2,3
Bαγm B∗βγm
(
h
(k)γm
j,αβ − h(k)γ1j,αβ
)
, (24)
the aforementioned decay-rate terms are expressed as
ΓSM = NC
√
M
(0)
+ M
(0)
−
4pim3
h(0)
(|hSM1,αβ |2M (0)+ + |hSM2,αβ |2M (0)− ),
(25)
ΓSMKK = NC
√
M
(0)
+ M
(0)
−
2pim3
h(0)
(
Re{hSM∗1,αβ hKK1,αβ}M (0)+
+Re{hSM∗2,αβ hKK2,αβ}M (0)−
)
, (26)
ΓKK = NC
√
M
(0)
+ M
(0)
−
4pim3
h(0)
(|hKK1,αβ|2M (0)+ + |hKK2,αβ|2M (0)− ),
(27)
with M
(0)
± = m
2
h(0)
− (m
q
(0)
α
± m
q
(0)
β
)2 and NC = 3 the
color index. In order to write down Eqs. (23) and (24),
the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani mechanism, induced by
the unitarity condition κκ† = κ†κ = 13 characterizing
the CKM matrix, has been implemented. These expres-
sions comprehend two scenarios: (1) external quarks q(0)
are u-type, in which case γ1 = d, γ2 = s, and γ3 = b;
(2) external quarks q(0) are d-type, for which γ1 = u,
γ2 = c, and γ3 = t.
Regarding the contributions from KK excited modes,
we assume a very large compactification scale R−1, and
within such a context we express the factors hKKj,αβ as the
R-power series
hKKj,αβ = iR
2
(
αpi
s2W
) 3
2 mq(0)
β
+ (−1)j−1m
q
(0)
α
1152m3
W (0)
×
∑
m=2,3
Bαγm B∗βγm(m2γ(0)m −m
2
γ
(0)
1
)
(
10m2
γ
(0)
m
+10m2
γ
(0)
1
+ 2m2h(0) − 2m2q(0)α + (−1)
jm
q
(0)
α
m
q
(0)
β
−2m2
q
(0)
β
+ 2m2W (0)
)
+O(R4), (28)
where α is the fine-structure constant. In accordance
with the Appelquist-Carazzone decoupling theorem [126,
129], decoupling of extra-dimensional effects in the limit
as R−1 → ∞ is explicit in this equation. Higher-order
terms are proportional to even powers of the compactifi-
cation radius R.
IV. NUMERICAL ESTIMATIONS AND
DISCUSSION
In what follows, the results found in the previous sec-
tion are taken advantage of, aiming at the determination
of the leading contributions from the extra-dimensional
physics to the branching ratios of quark-flavor-changing
Higgs decay processes h(0) → q(0)α q(0)β , where the final
states b(0)s(0), b(0)d(0), s(0)d(0), and c(0)u(0) are consid-
ered. Using the Higgs-boson total width Γh = 4.403 ×
10−3GeV [4], we find the following 4DSM predictions for
branching ratios:
Br(h(0) → b(0)s(0))SM = 1.78× 10−7, (29)
Br(h(0) → b(0)d(0))SM = 8.36× 10−9, (30)
9Br(h(0) → s(0)d(0))SM = 8.65× 10−15, (31)
Br(h(0) → c(0)u(0))SM = 8.13× 10−19. (32)
We utilized the package LoopTools [130, 131] to perform
the numerical evaluations which leaded to these results.
Following the model-independent approach provided
by the effective-Lagrangians technique, the authors of
Ref. [132] investigated and discussed whether or not
quark-flavor-changing interactions of the Higgs boson
would be directly measurable by the LHC, estimating
the upper bound Br(h(0) → b(0)s(0))NP < 4.1 × 10−4
on the impact of new physics contributing to such
processes. Using the results of that paper, the up-
per bounds Br(h(0) → b(0)d(0))NP < 1.9 × 10−5,
Br(h(0) → s(0)d(0))NP < 4.1 × 10−7, and
Br(h(0) → c(0)u(0))NP < 2.6× 10−6, on the other quark-
flavor-changing Higgs decays, are estimated. These
values are well above 4DSM predictions, but lie beyond
sensitivity of the LHC. Bounds on these processes,
also established through the formalism of effective La-
grangians, were reported in Ref. [133] as well. It is worth
mentioning the quark-flavor-changing electromagnetic
decays q
(0)
α → A(0)µ q(0)β of quarks, among which the top-
quark decay t(0) → A(0)µ c(0) is particularly interesting.
The 4DSM prediction for the corresponding branching
ratio is Br(t(0) → A(0)µ c(0))SM = 2.31 × 10−13 [134].
Furthermore, the KK theory from the 5DSM has been
shown to yield branching-ratio contributions as large as
∼ 10−15 [70], in accordance with current lower limits on
the compactification scale R−1.
About bounds on R−1, most available results regard
the case of one extra dimension. In the so-called models
of minimal universal extra dimensions, supersymmetry-
searches data from the LHC were utilized in Ref. [60]
to establish the limit 1.4TeV . R−1. Also from LHC
data, the bound 1TeV . R−1 has been estimated [135].
In Ref. [64], the lower bound 1.3TeV . R−1 was estab-
lished by investigating the contributions from KK dark
matter to relic density. Data from searches of the 4DSM
Higgs boson in the LHC were analyzed in Ref. [73],
yielding the less-stringent bound 0.5TeV . R−1. The
decay process B¯ → Xsγ has also been considered in
order to bound the compactification scale, resulting
in the limit 0.6TeV . R−1 [136]. In the context of
a non-minimal model of universal extra dimensions,
enriched by the presence boundary localized kinetic
terms [137–139], the authors of Ref. [65] were able to
give a more stringent bound on the compactification
scale: 2.4TeV . R−1. Recently, an investigation on
the process g(0)g(0) → h(0) → γ(0)γ(0) was carried out
in Ref. [123], from which the bounds R−1 ≥ 1.55TeV,
2.45TeV, 3.57TeV, 5.10TeV, and 7.25TeV were respec-
tively established for the Standard Model in spacetimes
with 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 universal extra dimensions, all of
them compactified on S1/Z2 and all of them assumed to
be the same size.
Consider the Higgs decay h(0) → b(0)s(0). The
contributions to Br(h(0) → b(0)s(0)), resulting from
the full KK theory, have been plotted in Figs. 4-5.
Fig. 4 displays three plots, with the upper solid curve
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FIG. 4: Terms of the branching ratio of h(0) → b(0)s(0)
within 1.4TeV < R−1 < 5TeV, plotted in logarithmic scale.
Such terms are the 4DSM contribution (solid horizontal line),
the interference of 4DSM and extra-dimensional contributions
(large-dashed curve), and the contribution from KK excited
modes only (short-dashed curve).
representing the 4DSM prediction, the long-dashed
plot corresponding to the interference of 4DSM and
KK-excited-mode effects, and the lower short-dashed
curve being associated to the contribution exclusively
produced by KK excited modes. This graph has been
plotted, in logarithmic scale, within the energy range
that runs from 1.4TeV to 5TeV. Dominance of the
interference term over the pure KK-excited-modes
contribution can be appreciated in this figure, which is
expected since, according to Eqs. (26)-(28), leading in-
terference effects on the branching ratio are of order R2,
whereas those from KK excited modes only are at least
proportional to R4. In this energy range, the difference
between the 4DSM contribution and the leading extra-
dimensional effects is about 2 orders of magnitude. For
compactification-scale values 1.4TeV < R−1 < 10TeV,
Fig. 5 provides a comparison of the 4DSM branching
ratio Br(h(0) → b(0)s(0))SM against the total branching
ratio Br(h(0) → b(0)s(0)), which is the sum of all KK
contributions. The solid horizontal lower line is the
4DSM contribution, whereas the dashed curve depicts
the total branching ratio. For reference, an upper dotted
horizontal line has been included, which corresponds
to the value 1.82 × 10−7. In accordance with the
explicitly-decoupling behavior of effects from KK excited
modes, displayed by Eq. (28), this graph shows how
the total contribution gets increasingly similar to the
4DSM branching ratio as larger compactification scales
are assumed. Regarding the quality of the estimations
achieved through the R series, valid for a large compact-
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FIG. 5: Extra-dimensional effects on the branching ratio
Br(h(0) → b(0)s(0)). The graph includes a plot for the sole
4DSM contribution (lower horizontal line), and a plot for the
total contribution from the whole KK theory (dashed curve).
ification scale, we provide Fig. 6, where these results
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FIG. 6: A comparison between numerical (solid curve) and
R-series (dashed curve) evaluations of the interference term
of Br(h(0) → b(0)s(0)). Three KK-sum terms were evaluated
with LoopTools for the solid curve to be plotted.
are compared to estimations obtained through direct
numerical evaluation by usage of the package LoopTools.
In this figure, only the interference of 4DSM and KK-
excited-modes contributions has been considered, with
the solid plot representing the LoopTools estimation
and the dashed curve corresponding to the R-series
branching-ratio term produced by Eqs. (26) and (28).
The LoopTools-estimation plot has been realized by
taking only the contributions from the first three KK
terms in the KK sum. The curves in Fig. 6, plotted
along the energy-interval 1.4TeV < R−1 < 5TeV,
are in reasonable agreement with each other, thus
illustrating that the R-series expression provides a good
approximation. Analogous explanations to those given
for Figs. 4-5 apply for the graphs of Figs. 7-10, which
provide characterizations of the KK contributions to
Br(h(0) → b(0)d(0)) and Br(h(0) → c(0)u(0)).
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FIG. 7: Terms of the branching ratio of h(0) → b(0)d(0)
within 1.4TeV < R−1 < 5TeV, plotted in logarithmic scale.
Such terms are the 4DSM contribution (solid horizontal line),
the interference of 4DSM and extra-dimensional contributions
(large-dashed curve), and the contribution from KK excited
modes only (short-dashed curve).
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FIG. 8: Extra-dimensional effects on the branching ratio
Br(h(0) → b(0)d(0)). The graph includes a plot for the sole
4DSM contribution (lower horizontal line), and a plot for the
total contribution from the whole KK theory (dashed curve).
Regarding the branching ratio for h(0) → s(0)d(0), an
energy range of larger compactification scales should
be considered for the R-series expression given in
Eq. (28) to yield a reliable prediction. To illustrate
this, consider Figs. 11-12, which comprise two graphs
of branching ratio as a function of the compactification
scale R−1, both plotted in logarithmic scale. The
graph of Fig. 11, carried out over the energy interval
1.4TeV < R−1 < 15TeV, includes a variety of plots,
among which the upper horizontal solid line represents
the 4DSM branching ratio, whereas the dotted curve
represents the absolute value of the interference term,
which we discuss because it is dominant over the pure-
KK-excited-mode contribution. The interference term
is a power series in R2, from which we have identified
the terms of orders R2, R4, and R6, and plotted their
absolute values in Fig. 11. The long-dashed curve is
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FIG. 9: Terms of the branching ratio of h(0) → c(0)u(0)
within 1.4TeV < R−1 < 5TeV, plotted in logarithmic scale.
Such terms are the 4DSM contribution (solid horizontal line),
the interference of 4DSM and extra-dimensional contributions
(large-dashed curve), and the contribution from KK excited
modes only (short-dashed curve).
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FIG. 10: Extra-dimensional effects on the branching ratio
Br(h(0) → c(0)u(0)). The graph includes a plot for the sole
4DSM contribution (lower horizontal line), and a plot for the
total contribution from the whole KK theory (dashed curve).
associated to R2 terms, whereas the medium-dashed and
the short-dashed plots represent the contributions from
the R4 and R6 terms, respectively. From this graph,
notice that the R6 term, which is negative, is the leading
contribution for R−1 . 5.27TeV, even being dominant
over the R2 term, which is positive. A vertical solid
line has been added to this graph with the objective
of characterizing a change of sign of the interference
contribution, from negative to positive, as for larger
compactification scales the R2 contribution becomes
leading. This behavior suggests that the R series is
not convergent for R−1 . 5.27TeV. Taking this graph
as a reference, we notice that from R−1 ∼ 10TeV and
on the leading contribution is practically determined
by the R2 term. Thus we plotted Fig. 12, which,
for 10TeV < R−1 < 15TeV, provides a compari-
son among the contributions to the branching ratio
O(R-2), positive
O(R-4), negative
O(R-6), negative
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FIG. 11: Comparison of R2, R4, and R6 terms of Br(h(0) →
s(0)d(0)) within 1.4TeV < R−1 < 15TeV, plotted in logarith-
mic scale. The graph comprises plots for the 4DSM contribu-
tion (solid horizontal line), the full interference effect (dotted
curve), the R2 contribution (long-dashed curve), the R4 con-
tribution (medium-dashed curve), and the R6 contribution
(short-dashed curve).
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FIG. 12: Terms of the branching ratio of h(0) → s(0)d(0)
within 10TeV < R−1 < 15TeV, plotted in logarithmic scale.
Such terms are the 4DSM contribution (solid horizontal line),
the interference of 4DSM and extra-dimensional contributions
(large-dashed curve), and the contribution from KK excited
modes only (short-dashed curve).
Br(h(0) → s(0)d(0)) given by the 4DSM contribution
(solid horizontal line), the interference term (long-dashed
curve), and the pure-KK-excited-modes contribution
(short-dashed curve).
V. CONCLUSIONS
The present investigation addressed the calculation
and estimation of the effects on quark-flavor-changing
Higgs-boson decays h(0) → q(0)α q(0)β generated by the
Standard Model in five spacetime dimensions, with the
assumption that the extra dimension is spacelike and
universal. This hypothetical extra dimension is inte-
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grated out from the action of the five-dimensional Stan-
dard Model, then generating a four-dimensional effective
Lagrangian that extends the four-dimensional Standard
Model by the presence of Kaluza-Klein excited modes and
which introduces the compactification scale, R−1, as a
new parameter. Moreover, the transition from five to four
spacetime dimensions splits five-dimensional gauge in-
variance into two independent symmetries of the Kaluza-
Klein theory, which are characterized the standard and
the nonstandard gauge transformations. The calculation
of Br(h(0) → q(0)α q(0)β ) involved a set of gauge-dependent
Feynman diagrams which, contributing to S-matrix ele-
ments, add together to produce gauge-independent con-
tributions. In this context, a SU(2,M4)L × U(1,M4)Y -
covariant nonlinear gauge was implemented to fix the
gauge with respect to the nonstandard gauge transfor-
mations, whereas the unitary gauge was chosen to re-
move gauge invariance under standard gauge transfor-
mations. The new-physics effects were found to be
UV finite and decoupling in the limit as R−1 → ∞.
A scenario characterized by a very small compactfica-
tion radius was then considered, which allowed for the
derivation of brief analytic expressions for the form fac-
tors defining the branching-ratio formula for the de-
cays under consideration. The usefulness of these re-
sults was discussed and numerical estimations were de-
rived. We found that Kaluza-Klein leading contributions
to both Br(h(0) → b(0)s(0)) and Br(h(0) → b(0)d(0)) are
about 2 orders of magnitude below the four-dimensional-
Standard-Model prediction if the compactification scale
ranges within 1.4TeV < R−1 < 5TeV, whereas dom-
inant extra-dimensional effects are at least 3 orders of
magnitude smaller than those from the four-dimensional
Standard Model if the energy interval 10TeV < R−1 <
1.5TeV is considered. Regarding Br(h(0) → c(0)u(0)),
Kaluza-Klein contributions turned out to be smaller than
those from the Standard Model in 4 dimensions by about
3 orders of magnitude as long as 1.4TeV < R−1 < 5TeV.
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Appendix A: Coefficients of the amplitude Γαβ
The amplitude Γαβ , given in Eq. (21), is defined in
terms of factors h
(k)γ
j,αβ , which are written in terms of
two-point and three-point Passarino-Veltman scalar func-
tions [76, 77], usually denoted as B0 and C0, respectively.
In this Appendix, the expressions of these factors are dis-
played explicitly. Such expressions correspond to the case
in which final-state quarks are zero-mode u-type quarks.
The results for final-state d-type quarks are obtained
from the equations provided in this Appendix by replac-
ing m
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d
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, m
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, and m
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